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CITY EDITION.

ACCIDENT TO FAST TRAIN
from the steamer Amertka to the
The breaking of the rear axle of
hydrographic office of the United
the front truck of engine So. 1320
8tates navy giving notice of icebergs
of train No. 2 at a point a mile and
In the Tltanic'i vicinity.
a half east of Rowe at 2 O'clock this
Naval officers are of the opinion
that one of the icebergs reported by
morning caused the derailment of the
the Amerika through the Titanic was
express and baggage can, the mail
oar and smoker and a delay of traffic
the cause of the Titanic wreck.
for about nine hours. The broken
MAY
These officers were amazed by the
axle and one Of the wheels dropped
reports that the Titanic was going
to the roadbed and as three cars pass
ahead at full speed in view of the
FOR
known presence of danger. A Joint HER REPLY TO UNITED STATES BAD BREAKS IN RIVER LEVEES ITALIAN FLEET OPENS FIRE ON ed over it tBelr trucks were badly CONTENDER
JOHNSON'S
IS NOT CONSIDERED
ENTIRE
ADD
GREATLY
damaged and thrown from the rails.
TO TOTAL
PROTECTING
BATTERIES
TITLE TO START TRAINING
investigation of the Titanic catastro
The passengers in the smoker were
LY SATISFACTORY
representinc
FLOOD SUFFERERS
phe by a committee
THE STRAITS
EARLY NEXT MONTH
jarred, but none was injured. The
both houses of concress is favored
engine and the three cars were all
by Chairman Alexander of the house
MONFY
WOULD
HER
SAVE
PEOPLE
HOMELESS
ARE
ARE
RETURNED
damaged and are due for a trip to CtlRLEY
BROADSIDES
The
on
marlae.
merchant
25,000
committee
IS COMING
SOON
the repair shop. The brake beams,!
action of the senate in authorizing an
air cylinders and under work of the
investigation by its committee on ONLY DESIRE TO PROTECT FOR DISTRESSING CONDITION IN MIS FORTS
OF cars were
REPLY WITH HAIL
demolished in nasslmr over PR0M0TER WILL ARRIVE ABOUT
commerce will be followed by a sug
IS
LOUISIANA
AND
APPARENTLY
AND ONE VESSEL
MAY 10 TO BEGIN MAKING
SISSIPPI,
EIGNERS,
SHELLS
the
broken
Wheel and axle. It was
gestion from Chairman Alexander to
ARKANSAS
ON
FINANCES
to
BASED
SUNK
REPORTED
IS
send
the
necessary
from
wrecker
ARRANGEMENTS
a
on
rules
that
the house committee
here to clear np the line.
be
Inqniry
proposed.
joint
Train No. 2 arrived here about
The rules committee is now con 0R0ZC0 WILL BEHAVE WELL MANY
BOATS ARE NEEDEB DETAILS ARE NOT OBTAINABLE 10:30 o'clock this
morning, and regu- BOUT IS ASSURED FOR VEGAS
introduced
resolution
by
slderlng the
No. 8 and two soldier trains
lar
train
Representative Mott o( New York,
The lfcn- - ALL PAPERS ARE
FEDERAL OFFICERS AND STATE LITTLE AUTHENTIC
OF followed at short intervals.
NEWS
SIGNED
AND
providing for an investigation by the REBEL LEADER HAS PROMISED
ited was running ahead of No. 2 and
OFFICIALS ARE WORKING TO
OF
TO OBEY THE RULES
house. Mr. Alexander presented a
NOTHING
REMAINS
BUT
TO
THE BATTLE IS AVAILABLE
was not delayed. The mail from No.
AVERT MORTALITY
CIVILIZED WAR
joint resolution proposing an InternaSTAGE THE EXHIBITION
THI8 AFTERNOON
8 was sent
through on a stub. All
"conto
tional marine conference
train were delayed yesterthrough
sider uniform laws and regulations
18
The
Memphis, Tenn.,
April
Washington, April 18. President
London, Aprjl 18. The bombardment day by a freight wreck on the coast
for the greater surety of life and
in
on
break
line
the
levee
the
main
to
Madero's
Secretary
Acting
of the Dardeneless began today, ac- lines near Winalow, and the aggre
reply
property on merchant vessels at sea."
reriver four miles below cording to special dispatches received gate loss of time was about 11 hoifrf.
Mississippi
admonition
Wilson's
Huntington
Chicago, 111., April 17,
Included in the subjects for the contreatment of Americans in Kosedale, Mississippi, and another on here from Constantinople. One
The
garding
Optic,
ference specified in the Alexander Mexico was received at the state de- the Arkansas river has added 25,00(i
Las Vegas, N. M.
the Italian warships was damaged by
for eff resolution are regulations
GOLDMAN
over night and probably persons to the flood sufferers in Ar- a shot from the land batteries. Can EMMA
TO
You
can announce positively
partment
construction of
,0lency of erews,
and Mississippi. non
will be submitted to the cabinet by kansas, Louisiana
I have
was heard at the entrance
that
firing
accepted the
life
of
boats,
vessels, equipment,
Secretary Knox and considered be- The flood inundated a rich cotton to the Dardanelles at noou today,
offer of the enter
tempting
searchlights,
wireless
apparatus,.
HELP I.
fore any answer is returned. It can- country almost as large as the New according to dispatch here from
OF W.
prising citizens of Las Vegas
not be said Minister Calero's state- England states.
in
Dardathe
station
and that Jack Johnson and Jim
signal
Lloyds
The levee at Angola, La., on the
(Continued on J?rf Four).
ment caused surprise, nor has it
nelles. It is believed the Italian
Flynn will be scheduled to
east hank of the Mississippi river, fleet has
modified the diplomatic situation,
box 45 rounds at Las Vegas f
begun an attack on the WOMAN ANARCHIST IS REPORTthe afternoon of July 4. Many ED AS ON HER WAY TO SAN
The note is regarded as rather an broke today. Two thousand acres of forts of the straits, but no details
land were wiped out. The have come to hand.
planted
thanks
Mexican
for giving out the news-to
govthe
relieve
CALIF
attempt
DIEGO,
BIG LEAGUE STARS ernment from financial
from Las Vegas. Please give 4
liability for plight of thousands of homeless pet
in the flood district is pitiable.
full credit to Charles O'Malley, Los Angeles, April 18. The repori
damages inflicted upon foreigners by sons
Ships Seen Off Skyro
are marooned in isolated
Hundreds
rewho did the hustling, and his
of
an
the
18. Two di- that Emma Goldman, the anarchist,
as
evidence
than
rebels,
Greece,
April
Atrhens,
PLAY
UNABLE TO
Many have been without visions of Italian war vessels, each was on her way to San
entire committee.
sentment against the actions of the places.
Diego fron
JACK CURLEY.
state department in reminding the food for days and scores are suffer- comprising a dozen ships, passed Kansas City, to take command of the
Mexican factions of their obligations ing from want of clothing.
in the Aegean sea yes- campaign of the Industrial Workers
Island
Skyro
DOOIN HAS APPENDICITIS AND under international law towards forOfficials of the national government
of the World for free speech caused
terday, sailing to the north.
CREE IS SUFFERING FROM
have
combined with the state officials
or.
even
The foregoing telegram was reIn
Mtexlco,
much activity In local police circles
eigners resident
A FEVER
ceived
Jate yesterday afternoon by
those serving as volunteers on one to carry relief. The need of motor
One Vessel Sunk
Detectives
from
today.
San Diego
boats and skiffs for rescue work is
18. The Ita- were here in conference with federal The Optic, from Jack Curley, promoside or the other.
April
Constantinople,
18. Two
big
New York;
April
In the opinion of administration offi- extreme. The water is rising rapidly lian fleet is reported to have appear- officers. The San Diego offlceni ter oB the Fflynnohnison
boxing
stars.
hardball
s
Manager cials, .the Mexican note has not ad- at Tallulah.La. 'JR.scue of th
'eiu$ne
ed at the enAatfce'to the Dardanelles were told that so, long as the Workers match for the heavyweight championof
the
Dooin
Philadelphia vanced any fresh reasons for interis taking place. Railroads an
Charley
straits. One Italian warship Is saiu did not attempt any inrtvctlon of the ship ot the" world. It mean that thti
Nationals and "Birdie" Cree of the vention unless this disclaimer for re- all out of commission in the inundat to
neutral laws along the Mexican bor- - big bout undoubtedly will be staged
have been sunk..
New York Americans, are seriously sponsibility for the actions of the reb- ed sections and whatever
here and that the committee of busisupplies
the government could do
ill here.
ness men, headed by Charles O'Malley
els may be regarded as warranting are collected can be distributed only
rn.
Fleet is Repulsed
Dooin Is at the Hotel Somerset, foreign governments
in considering by boats.
who have been trying to secure a
Washington, April 18. An official
victim of an attack of appendicitlF. whether they might, not be privileged
live event for this city have been
nere
dispatch to the Turkish embassy
His team mates returned to their to take forcible measures to protect
successful.
Italian
four
ROOSEVELT
warship?
large
IS ACCUSED
ioday says
without men their isubjfccts land citizens where
home city yesterday
In accordance with Curley's request
uid torpedo boat destroyers attacked
ihief tain. When Dooin was strict; they may be endangered in territory
a representative of The Optic last
to
fort at the ent-anTurkish
the
OF BUYING SUPPORT night gave to the Associated Press
m, hi3 ailment was diagnosed
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
completely in control of the rebel
the Dardanelles. The fort returnei
acute indigestion. Last night his o forces.
the announcement of the selection of
,
battleof
one
the
the Are and
large
dition became so much worse that
the
causmeeting place of the two giant
Reports of the interview between
received
several
injuries,
ships
DIRECTOR OF TAFT BUREAU ASPresident Fogel made arrangements American Consul Letcher and Orozoo
boxers. The announcement had scar
line.
the
to
fifhtliK
leave
her
ing
18. Senate:
Washington,
April
SERT THAT FORMER PRESto have him taken to a hospital un at Chihuahua, however, would seem
cely gone out until telegrams began
After three and a half hours' fightIDENT IS DISHONEST.
less Improvement was shown withii to relieve anv apprehension of inter- - Met at noon.
were repulsed
pouring in from all corners of tbe
vessels
Italian
the
ing
Considered miscellaneous bills on
a few hours. Cree is in a hospit;. vent,on on that gcore in vlew of the
country requesting accommodations
of Italian vessels bomAnother
fltet
Washington,
with a fever which the physic
April 18. Direccoi for July 4 and the days immediately
mlder.B declared purpose to be calendar.
barracks and ammunition
from1
Commerce committee appointed barded the
him
to
is
McKinley of the national Taft bur- preceding and following it At the
likely
keep
asy
1)0uni1 ,)y the principles of Internatlon-aamon
Samoa
Island.
eau today issued a statement calling present rate
of seven members to iepots
for a fortnight.
a) law in anv further operations.
every available house-anto the alleged use of montake
attention
testimony in Titanic investigaroom in the city will have been
Acting Secretary Wilson declined
Sound of Firing Heard
ey in the Roosevelt campaign.
to comment officially on the tele- tion.
engaged within a week.
Tenedos, Aegean Sea, April 18.
ROOSEVELT BITTERLY
Chairman Dillingham, of Lorimer An Italian fleet
"The lavish expenditure of money
15
vesgram from the Mexican government.
Curley will be here early In May
consisting of
announced its repot . sels was
how- - committee,
in this campaign by the backers of to make arrangements for the openont
was
unofflclallybound
pointe1
toward
sighted today
T1CT!U
I
MK
Theodore Roose ing of training quarters for Jimmi-FlynSeddul Bahr, the most extensive fort- former President
i'ver, that it was entirely improbable would be ready soon.
adFinance committee adopted
at the Hot Springs. The Chithat the American government would,
ress at the entrance to the Dardanel- velt," says the statement, "has led
discussion verse report on chemical tariff revi- les. Occasional firing has been beard to the question being raised:
enter into an academic
cago promoter also will make arrangeSAYS THE PRESIDENT IS ALIGN with Mexico as to the propriety of sion bill.
of the Mon"Were the victories of Roosevelt ments for the
coming from the Island of Imbros.
OPPOSED
ED
WITH FORCES
House: Met at noon.
sending Huntington Wilson's note to
in Pennsylvania and Oklahoma duo tezuma hotel property. Flynn will be
TO POPULAR RULE
Resumed consideration of postof-fle- e
Orozco, the rebel leader, as well as
to a 'great popular demand' to.- - Iub here about May 10 to begin training.
to arrive a few
Johnson is
to the American consuls throughout
appropriation bill.
TRIAL WILL renomination, or to the use pf mon- days later. expected
HARROW'S
18. Colonel the Mexican republic so that it could
Auburn, Neb., April
Representative Alexander's bill to
ey,"
Roosevelt's views of the qualifications ?et directly to the people.
Early yesterday the local commitregulate amateur wireless telegraphy
Further along Mr.
McKinley tee
of the president were brought out in
of business men sent to Curley
and his resolution to establish by BEGIN IN NEAR FUTURE says:
c
a speech which he delivered thisj
travel
by wire the required
guarantee,
jo Guard Passenger Trains
joint agreement
no
"In
campaign in which amounts to several
Cananea, Mex., April 18. About 40 routes reported favorably by committhousands
mroning at Nebraska City at the be
the history o fthe county ras money
of dollars. Curley's reply came withOF been
IT IS ESTIMATED HEARING
ginning of today's campaigning trip men and three officers of the Fifth tee.
used in such large sums, out
in this state.
battalion have been sent from Cana- delay. The local committee, with
ACCUSED LAWYER WILL REamounting, in. view of the general the assistance of and under
"Often we have to try a man out,' nea to Hermosillo to form a part of
the direcFOUR WEEKS
QUIRE
verdict of the country with respect tion of
BAILEY FOR MAYOR
he said. "He may be a lirst class the guard for passenger trains of the
Curley, will begin early next
C.
18
to
certain
Bailey
Dewey
Denver, April
expenditures by senators month the arrangement of all the delieutenant and yet not know how to Southern Pacific railroad of Mexico,
Los Angeles, April 18. Active pr- of
the United States to plain bribery tails of the big contest.
the republican nomination for
S.
command the army. Often the lieu- - Thirty men will be placed on each for
Clarence
the
for
of
trial
This appeared to be the gen- eparations
and corruption, as has been expendAn army of newspaper men. "Will
tenant, when he becomes commander, train. This move was the result of mayor.
Darrow, the former McNamara attor- ed
to
the
of
sentiment
eral
delegates
backers of Colonel Roos- be here to cover the events of the
the
by
tammeans well, but means well feebly and the appeal of President Epes Ran-yoconvention today ney, under indictment for alleged
evelt"
weeks of training and finaVtejjp big
Twendon't get much out of it if youldolph j. the company, to the governo-hav- the republican city
recess.
Contests pering with jurors, has begun.
the
Mr. McKinley
midday
Ueeiarea
that the bout for their respective sheets. A
a lot of strong men around him of Sonora. There has been no vlo after
for
sent
east
been
have
subpoenas
ty
for other
Roosevelt forces spent large sums room down town, in a convenient
Ience on the railroad line In this between several candidates
who don't mean well at all."
service. The prosectlon will be conoffices practically had been decided
in
Oklahoma; that they distributed spot, has already been engaged for
week.
last
Presideu'
since
that
section
After again charging
Fredeby District Attorney
at the primaries and the consensus ducted
in Allengheny county, Penn- their use. July 4 Wit be the
$100,000
rick's
Taft had entrusted his fate to Senate
the
estimated
was
in person. It
biggest
the probable seindicated
of
opinion
In
sylvania,
Interests
American
including Pittsburg, by is- day Las Vegas ever saw. A plan is
Danger
Lorimer, Senator Penrose, Senator
trial would consume four weeks. Sufollows:
as
candidates
other
of
lection
El Paso Tex., April 17. An official
suing 20,000 pieces of "scrip" in 5 already under way by which it is exwill preside.
Gallinger and others whom he char- E.
Williams; perior Judge Hutton
Sheriff Thomas
.. ,., .!-wi
no nmvul tn tho vnl
of rhnl renort received at Juarez todav
H. Franklin, Darrow's former denomination to "messengers"; that pected to fnrr'sh nmle ccommoda-tionBert
th
lih.r.1. co ntiirert treasurer u. i. Ireenlee; audi(OT
.t.tm
IIIC
11(11
for the bl crowd that Is exLtfcLO th.
the people, he added:
Har- the total Roosevelt expenditures in
recorder Grace E. confidential agent, and Attorney
A K- - vicltery;
were between $250,000 pected to be here.
Mc- Pennsylvania
"When I was president I saw all Sierra MoJada, where there are large
the
with
also
associated
ThPiShoe: assessor L. H. Ricardson or rington,
these men. I consulted with them Amorloin Interests vesterdnv.
Namara defense, it was stated, would and $500,000; that in New Tor
county judge F. G.
37
BIG ROAD3 CONVENTION
federals were kill- Oscar Malo:
county alone $200,000 waa spent it
but I did not let them be my mas- report says that
be the state's principal witnesses.
Tersch or J. R. Smith; city clerk
Kansas CUy, Apnl ;s -- To unify
an endeavor to influent-the primarters. Whenever there was a lineup ed; 52 prisoners taken, and 82 rifles,
Burt Davis.
between them and the people I was 7.632 rounds of ammunition and 10fi
ies, and that efforts were made to the several historic roads representIs
own
Their
loss
horses
captured.
"buy out" precinct captains in New ed In tre National Old Trails associaagainst them."
STATEMENT
CONDUCTORS MAKE
not given. A previous report of the
tion and to work for federal aid for a
York.
MUST SHOW WHY
Laredo, Texas, April 18. A state
capture of the place seems to have
Mcnational
this
said
the
'In
connection,"
highway, an
COTTON STATISTICS
Washington, April 18. The tran ment addressed to the American peo
been premature.
two
of
district
from
"one
statement,
Kinley)
organization
delegates
cap
Amert
of
dithe
continental railroads have been
pie, giving
grievances
Washington, April 18. The census
whu tain In New York did sell out to the each state touched by the proposetf
and
commerce
can
conductors
Interstate
the
engineers
rected
IN
by
RU8SIA
showRIOT
bureau today issued its report
Roosevelt managers, plainly sbowlnr roads was decided upon at today's
18. One commission to show on May 8 why struck yesterday on the Mexican Na
Irkutsk, Siberia April
ing. cotton seed statistics for 1911 as
that Mr. Roosevelt was not the can- session of the association's conventh
declares
cominto
not
effect
tional
lines,
the
killhave
4,918,-anrailway
t
put
were
they
hundred and seven miners
follows: Cotton seed crushed
didate in answer to a 'great popular tion. Five hundred delegates from
rathout
967 tons. Linters obtained
558,680 ed and 80 more were wounded in a modity rates prescribed last June to Americans preferred to walk
demand
but the beneficiary of a bag states from Ohio to Arizona were
out
a
to
be
forced
from
er
than
and
policj
and
to
Reno,
and
by
in
a
Nevada,
bales of 500 pounds gross weight; flgbjt with Ruwrian Iscoldiers
of good, hard dollars.'
present.
of "Mexico for Mexicans."
from Phoenix, Arizona.
number of establishments 844.
riot here.

MEXICO TRIES TO NEW FLOOD AREA BOMBARDMENT OF

DEWEY

ADMIRAL

'

V' I I'M '

AVOID THE

LARGE AS NEW

DARDANELLES

ISSUE

ENGLAND

BEGUN

FLYNN

WILL

BE

HERE EARLY
IN

.

PROCEEDING.

COMPANIES

ARE

AVARICIOUS

SAFETY OF PA88EN.
GERS TO GREED FOR BIG

SACRIFICE

PROFIT8.
CARPATHIA

IS NEARING PORT

8URVIVORS OF
SHIP CARRYING
THE TITANIC WILL ARRIVE
LATE TONIGHT.

think
crosses
the north Atlantic takes his life in
his hands," said Admiral George
"For myself I
Dewey last night.
would rather go around the world in
a well equipped battleship than
make a trip across the North Atlanc
tic in
vessels.
"The greed for money making is
so great that it is with the sincerest
regret that I observe that human
lives are never taken into considera
tion."
Secretary McVeaeh todav Instruct-ed either the revenue cutter Calumet
or Hudson to take the senate committee out to the Carpathia tonight.
The Carpathia will be stopped hy customs officers and the committee sent
aboard before the vessel reaches port.
She will then be within the American customs jurisdiction and the au
thority to stop here is lodged in the?
secretary of the treasury.
Wreck Investigation Begins.
The task of investigating the wreck
of the Titanic was begun today h
senate committees. The commerce
company appointed a
of seven, headed by Senator William
Alden Smith of Michigan,"' to take testimony.
Other members of the senate
are Senators
Perkins,
Bourne, Burton, Simmons, Newlands,
and Fletcher. Senator Smith said he
feared his committee would be without jurisdiction to compel Mr. Ismay
and other British subjects connected
Mercantile
ith the International
Marine to attend its hearing and give
testimony.
"We may not have jurisdiction over
the individual," said Mr. Smith, "but
the American congress 1b not without
jurisdiction over the harbors of the
United States. It is for these men
who make use of the harbors to meet
the public demand for information of
this terrible disaster and to do it
now."
Senator Smith said he and several
other members of his committee
would present this argument to Mr.
Ismay and others in the hope they
were willing to accept subpoenaes
of the senfrom the seargeant-at-arm- s
ate who will accompany trem. Wit
nesses will be asked to come to
to
Washington at once, according
present plans.
Immediately after his appointment
Senator Smith
of the
went to the White House to confer
with President Taft. One object was
to induce the president to detail
George Uhler, supervising inspector
general of the steamship inspection
service, to accompany the committee
to New York. He also desired to request that Secretary Nagel, who has
jurisdiction over inspection of vessels, to go with the committee.
announced he
Senator Cullom
would call a meeting of the foreign
relations committee Saturday to report out the Martine resolution requesting the president to open negotiations for an International agreement regarding the safety of passengers at sea. Among those who will
be summoned to appear besides J.
Bruce Ismay will be the second,
third, fourth and fifth officers of the
Titanic who are reported to nave
been saved and any other officers
who may have survived. An import-feature may he the message
the Titanlo
transmitted
through
April 14, the day of the calamity,
Washington,

April

that every passenger

18.
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GUADALUPECOLIRT

GOOD ROADS MEN
ACTIVELY

THURSDAY,

ENDS A

AT

WORK

TERM

MUCH IS BEING
ACCOMPLISHED
IN THE VARIOUS COUNTIE8
OF THE STATE.

ONLY ONE OF SEVERAL DEFEND
ANTS IN CRIMING. ACT'ONS
18 ACQUITTED

Santa Rosa, X. M... Aunl IS. TLV
district court for the county of Guadalupe has adjourned after having
been in session since the first day of
the month. With a number of cases
left over from the last term of court
The following letter from Mrs. Orville Rock will prove how unwise held about a year ago, and with 45
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when it true bills returned by the grand jury,
the session has been ai unusually
maybe avoided by taking Lydia E. Pin kham's Vegetable Compound.
She was four weeks In tbe hospital and came home suffering
busy one and Judge David J. Leahy
worse than before. Then after all that suffering Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's and District Attorney Charle? W. G.
Vegetable Compound restored her health.
Ward, assisted by C G. Hedgcock,
HERE IS HER OWN STATEMENT.
have been putting in a good deal of
Paw Paw. Mich. "Two years asm I suffered overtime in order that the judge
very severely with a displacement I could not might complete the business this
be on my feet for a long time. My physician
week and open court In Mora county
treated me for several months without much rean
for
on next Monday.
Arbor
Ann
to
me
opsent
Complete satisfaclief, and at last
eration. I was there four weeks and came home
tion and congratulation on having an
suffering worse than before. My mother advised
eefflcient court has been expressed
me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComTo-daI am well and strong by the attending lawyers and citizens
y
pound, and 1 did.
the county.
nousewora.
and do all my own
i owe my ueuim of The
following criminal business
to Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
.v
has been disposed of:
advise every woman wno is tuiuuwu mm ouy
female complaint to try it" Mrs. Obvillb Rock,
State vs. Edward G. McNabb, mo
rv. IV. y u. u, x ttw
an, jiuuu.
tion for continuance by the defend"THERE NEVER WAS A WORSE CASE."
ant allowed on ground of inability to
case of women's ills
of necessary
procure attendance
Rockport, Ind. "There never was a worse
than mine, and I cannot begin to tell you what I suffered. For over
witnesses.
two years I was not able to do anything. I was in bed for a month
State vs. Ambrocio Anaya, found
and the doctor said nothing but an operation would cure me. My
guilty of manslaughter and sentence
father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound ; so to
able to
from one to three years in penitenplease him i took it, and 1 improved wonderfully, so I am
never feel any ill effects
tiary.
travel, ride horseback, take long rides and
from it. 1 can only ask other suffering women to give Lydia E. PinkState vs. Gabriel Anaya, burglary,
ham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation.
found
guilty and sentenced from
Mrs. Mabgabbt Meredith, R-- F. D. No. 3, Rockport, Ind.
three to five years in penitentiary.
We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to us
State vs. Patricio Gonzales, cattlt
that these letters are not genuine and truthful or that either of these
and sentenced from two to
stealing,
the
origwomen were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that
four years in penitentiary.
inal letter from each did not come to us entirely unsolicited.
cattle stealing,
Liborior jLucero,
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
motion
lor new trial
found
feguilty,
for
Compound has been the standard remedy
of appeal;
notice
ailments
woman's
overruled, gave
male ills. No one sick with
does justice to herself who will not try this fabond placed at $4,000 and sentenced
mous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
from two to four years in penitentihas restored so many suffering women to health.
ary.
AM MEDICINE CO.
MtoWrite to LTDIA K. PINKHMASS.,
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unlawfully carrying guns, $50 fine and
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Martin Gurule, assault with a
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cago. Bishop Hendrix of Kansas City the first day, it seemed to help.
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meet
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moved
to
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loose earth which
in a healthy condition
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon. I
Labrathe
Dr.
of
Grenfeil,
Chicago,
felt and looked like a new woman. I
time with the least possible suffering construction. Work ' being done by
dor missionary, and Mrs. Florence think the remedy is wonderful.
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
on the road from
authorities
county
recommend it to my friends, for I have
of the National Consumers'
recommended only for the relief and
towards Las Cruces, utilizing Kelley,
received great benefit from it
comfort of expectant mothers; It Is in Uemlng
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no sense a remedy for various ills, portions of the Deming north road
ened
womanly organs, strengthening
was
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perfect
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ply assists
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Santa Fe,
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April U Slate
Engineer Charles D. Miller, In com
pany with
County Commissioner
George Klnsell spent this afternoon
In going over the Agua Frla road
which Is now being constructed un
der the supervision of the gpod roads
commission. This road has been de
layed for some time owing to the dif
ficulty in getting the ditch matters
straightened. The road commission
has now a stipulation with the settlers that the nuraberof ditches in
the road may be reduced from 27 to
van. The county commissioners,
through the efforts of Commissioner
Klnsell have undertaken- - to install
proper culverts and bridges along
this road. The road commission to
grade tip the road In between.
Mr. Miller states in regard to other road work now in progress
throughout the state as follows:
Eddy county. Additional work on
sand road adding two miles in total
length now In progress.
between Body county and the
good roads commission.
Chaves county. Road across the
sand 45 miles east of Roswelt. Ijtrge
force of men and teams at present
employed under the direction of the
with county
state in
commissioners and good roads commission.
Union county. Investigations and
report have been made by the engineer's office on the road from Clayton to Folsom, portions of which will
probably be repaired and built in cooperation with county commissioners
of that county and good roads commission.
San Miguel. Convict camps on
and Scenic Highway up Gal- linas canon have been combined and
are now stationed near Glorieta doinf
necessary repair and construction
on the Santa Fe and I via Vegas road.
Grant County. Road work will be
started the end of this week by location and construction of road from
Redrock to Silver City. This is done
under the supervision of the state
engineer' ifflce utilising money of
forest reserve available to Grant
county. N'o expense to state.
Considerable
Dona Ana County.
In
done
the way otJ
has
been
work
graveling the road, graded about 1
years ago by the road commission in
cooperation with the county author
ties through Mesilla Park towards
Vado.
Work will be resumed next
with the county,
week in
and additional work making the road In a good traveled condition, although without surfacing to
Anthony.
Socorro County. Drainage, ditches,
culverts, etc., have been finished on
the Socorro Magdalena road. Convict
camp stationed west of Magdalena
has constructed nearly 10 miles or
road within the last few weeks They
arenowstatloned c
are now stationed about 10 miles
west of Magdalena and the road is
to be pushed rapidly across the county to connect with Arizona. Grader
camp will aoon be established and
most of this work through Socorro
county can be made vey cheaply by
ML,
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OUR

BUSY

APRIL SALE
Continues all this Week
GOODS

AND SILK

Tailored Suits
Worth $16.50 and $17.50

All our 1.25 grade wool dress goods includ
ing Serge, Diagonal, Voile, Poplin and Novelty
8So
wears, special

Including a number of new, desirable styles,
well made from good materials, neatly trimmed, very attractive, choice

All of our 65c grade of wool Serge and Batis
te, including all colors, light or dark, special BOo
27 inch Mescaline Silk in all colors, a fabric
of unusual beauty, worth 1.00 per yd. special 7Bo

$14.50

China Silk in all colors,

27

inches wide worth

50c per yard, for this sale, special,

40o

DAINTY EFFECTS IN
WASH

Women's

GOODS

36 inch, fast color Percale in light and
patterns of newest designs, special

All

dark

8o

Lawns, Batistes and Dimities in good fast color patternsi good variety, worth 12$c special 10o
Shadow Silk Voile, a new dainty and popular
fabric for Spring, very sheer, all colors, worth
25c special
20o
Wash Silk in excellent patterns, fast color,
extra good quality, worth 60c per yd. special 48o

Over Embroidery
DRESSES

e

Of good quality, well made and neatly trimmed .with lace insertion, low neck, elbow
sleeves, all sizes, choice

$2.75

Economy Prices on Men's Shirts
Having decided to discontinue our line of "Monrach" and "Cluett"
Shirts,we wish to close out the stock on hand as early as possible this
will prove a real money saver for you.
Your choice of our entire line of "Monarch" Shirts,
worth $1.25
each, including a good variety of patterns and colors, all sizes, special,
77c
Each
Your choice of our entire line of "Cluett" Shirts,
each, including all the newest styles, all sizes, special

worth

$1.7.")

$1.05

Laa Vea'Loading Store

BF

j

DRESS

Women's

S.&osmuw&l6 Son
Established

.'

1862

South SidoPkja

al-su-

j

e

WHY

ADVERTISED GOODS

o

Babies
Voice

IT PAYS TO BUY

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he 'fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a' protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to

Buy

Advertised Goods

7

j

j
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sentenced to pay $50 fine and five to
six months
in the county jail. It
might be added that only one acquittal was had during the whole term,
that being the case of the State vs.
William B. Terry, who was acquitted
of tbe charge of murder.
Numerous civil matters have been
taken up. In the case of the First
National bank of Fort Sumner vs.
Jose Elren Gonzales, the Jury brought
in verdict- - for defendant on all the
issues, motion for new trial by tse
plaintiff granted on ground verdict

being against the weight of the evidence.
Owing to lack of time all of the
indictments returned by the grand
jury this term have not been brought
up for trial but it has been the effort of the officers of the court to
clear up the docket as much as possible and also rid Guadalupe county
of a number of bad characters who
have had rather free hand during the
past year and it is believed by the
citizens of the countr that much
good has been accomplished during

this term In teaching some of those
disreputable characters that they can
not break the law and make good
u ni stances.
their getaway In
There has been entirely too much
crime In the county and every effort
will be put forth In the future to put
a stop to It and the consequent expense to the county.
For rheumatism you will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Try it and see how quickly
It gives relief. For sale by all
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is Congressman George W. Norris of

APRIL

The Perfect Laxative
For Elderly People

18,

112.

TAFT INSISTS

ON
the Fifth district The contest between the two is closely connected
with the republican presidential race.
Norris is one of the
AID TO
Congressman
AT
AN
.
recognized leaders of the republican
no
less
and
has
has
in
addition
attractions
tonic
its
Age
quirements,
"insurgents" in the house and an out- than youth in a more serene and Properties that strengthen the atom- spoken opponent of President Taft
Caldlife. But it is this very life ach, liver and bowels, Is Dr.
and his policies, while Senator Brown quieter
well's Syrup Pepsin, which thousands Says Department of Agriculture
exercise of
is on friendly terms at the White of rest without sufficient
elderly people use, to the excluHouse.
The democratic
aspirants that brings with It those disorders sion of all other remedies. TrustWork Must 6o On
TOMORROW THE
VOTER3 WILl for Senator Rrown'a toga are former that arise from inactivity.
Chief of worthy people like Mr. 8. W. HoffDECIDE ON STATE'S PRESI-TIAGovernor Ashton C. Shallenberger, these are a chronic, persistent consti- man, AsKia. N M and W. D. Jordan,
PREFERENCE.
W. H. Thompson of Grand Island and tution.
706 7ith St., Glenwood Springs, Colo.,
LABORS FOR CONSERVATION.
Most elderly people are troubled in say they take it at regular Intervals
Willis E. Reefl of Madlcon.
i
18.
The
In this way, with accompanying symp- and in that way not
Lincoln, Neb., April
All the present representatives
only maintain
oi ipnutdates lor purl
o'ficw congress are candidates for renoml- toms of belching, drowsiness
after general good health, but that they
In
closed their iiwtH i? natlon with the exception of Norris eating, headaches and general lassi- have not in years felt as good as the y FarrMching Legislation Administered
Bring Good
ti.n.i touay and the lines we e Oawri of the Fifth district, who is a can- tude. Frequently there is difficulty do now. Tou will do well to always by Scientists of Rank
Results te Tiller of Soil Food and
Uiln for the statewide pr'nvy
didate for the senate. S; R. Barton of digesting even light food. Much have a bottle of It in the house. It Drug Act Upheld to the Letter.
which is to determine the and W. A. Prince, both of Grand Is- mental trouble ensues, as it is hard is good for all the family.
In his Inaugural address President
complexion of the ballots in the elec- land, are the republican aspirants to find a suitable remedy. First of
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
tion next fall. In the primaries the for the Fifth district nomination, and all the advice may be given that el- this remedy before buying it In the Taft called attention to the deficit then
In the revenues and the con
voters of all parties will record
R. D. Sutherland is the democratic derly people should not use salts, ca- regular way of a druggist at 50 cents existing
In
for nominees for the candidate.
thartic pills- or powders, water or or one dollar a large bottle (family sequent necessity for rigid economy
However, the president
expenditures.
presidency, for United States senator,
Governor Chester H. Aldrtoh is a any of the more violent purgatives. size) can hare a sample bottle sent singled out the department of
for governor and other state officers, candidate for renomination.
Two What they need, women as well as to the home free of charge by simply
as an exception. He said, to quote
for nominees for representatives in democrats are contesting for the gub men, is a mild laxative tonic, one addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405 his exact words. "In the department
that Is pleasant to take and yet acts Washington, St., Montlcello, 111. Tour of agriculture the use of scientific exand ernatorlal nomination.
congress, for delegates-at-larg- e
without griping.
name and address on a postal card periments on a large scale, and the
conthe
to
national
district delegates
the
In addition to the governorship
spread of Information derived from
The remedy that fills all these re- will do.
electors state offices for which nominations
ventions, for presidential
them for the improvement of general
and for minor officers. In addition, will be made are these of lieutenant
must go on." This view
agriculture
own
and
appear in their
production :EADY FOR B08TON MARATHON the
amendments for governor, secretary of state, auditor,
five constitutional
has steadily maintained,
president
of "The Girl in the Train."
Boston. April 18. Interest in the and
has urged approprta
adoption as party measures will be state treasurer, state superintendent
repeatedly
is to
Lederer
George
produce sixteenth annual American Marathon tions for the work of the department.
submitted to the voters. The ballots of public Instruction, attorney generIn bis comtwubenslve message on
are the largest ever used in Nebras- al, land commissioner and railaway "Mamma's Baby Boy, "w,ith Jun'e race, to be conducted tomorrow
r
President Taft said. "The
conservation
and
Boston
the
of
Sallieder
the
Bobby
Barry
auspices
ka.
commissioner.
feature that transcends all others. In
a
to
a
has
livened
cast,
association,
strong
heading
sit
are
The constitutional amendments
To add to the complex political
eluding woods, waters, minerals, is the
the early part of the coming sen liveable extent with the near
to be voted upon by each party sep- uation in Nebraska, the socialists of
soil of the uiiutry," and that all means
proach of the date for the race. This at the government's disposal should be
arately to determine whether or not the state are planning this year to
newcontest
official
will
be the
"Liebe Augustine," Leo Fall's
try used t
year's
unserve the soils, adding, "a
they will be indorsed by the party. wage the most aggressive campaign
out in the east for the Olympic Mara- - work ii the utmost Importance to inThe vote on presidential and vice they have ever made. They have jest operetta, has fallen to the fortune;
Sum tenia rd. who will appear innhon team, and as a natural conse- - form and instruct the public on this
presidential preferences, the election nominated a full state ticket, candi
tolnuenee the number of entries Is larg chief branch of the conservation of our
of national committeemen and dele- dates for United States senator and the piece next season, according
er than ever before. The retries resources is being carried on success
made.
announcement
an
just
gates and alternates to the national congressmen and candidates for the
,
fully in the department of agriculture.
A minister in New York, the Rev. ome from many points in New
conventions, are additions made to state legislature in many of the disReports made recently to Secretary
New
York
eastern
Canada
and
a
written
Dubois
Henry Loux, has
Wilson of the department of agriculthe primary ballot by the last legas tricts.
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"Well,,
why you ed that
a definite idea of the probable
be brief and that they
second act of his dramatization of should be an hour late getting home mention they
notable achievements of the
sults of the presidential preference
to
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iRex Beach's novel, "The Ne'er Do
vote in either the republican or dem"I know, but I asked him how he last five years only, Inasmuch as that
next Well." The Authors' Producing comstar
to
again
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Gordon
Kitty
was feeling, and he Insisted on tell period Is really the period of fruition
ocratic party. The names of Taft,
Enchantress.
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been
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Wilson, Harmon and Clark
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold grouping of many corps of scientific
In
London
music.
putting on several plays
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by all dealers.
men, by securing farreachlng legists
Adolph Zink and Catherine Hayes within recent seasons Is shortly to
don, by gathering together masses or
Nebraska is a strongly progressive
a vaude- pay America another visit with a four
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statistics and other Information, by
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ment of the Shuberts. He
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season.
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until
Washington, April
are confident that neither Taft nor
Edith Ellis is to dramatize Henry of men prominent in politics, educa buque and a number of other noted urged their scientific treatment "so
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the
vannah in Jacksonville. A schedule food
Bryan
A QUARTER
CENTURY
supply than in all the preceding
star.
of 120 games will be played during life of the nation. A wonderful change
ing to--, Baltimore instructed for Har-mo- come a Charles Frohman
million
five
Beofre
Public.
the
Over
in'
arrived
has
William Gillette
the season.
whom he bitterly opposes.
has also been effected in the character
samples given away each year. The
The content for the United States London with the intention of leasing constant and
of
the drugs on sale. The department
increasing sales from
there
and
suburbs
a trained force of Inspectors and
the
In
has
SAN
considerable
is
FRANCISCO
a
cottage
CELEBRATES
arousing
aenatorship
samples, proves the genuine merit of
In all
18. Flags chemists doing excellent work
Sau
Interest. Senator Norris Brown, re- devote his time to a new play.
Francisco,
April
,
Foot-Easethe antiseptic
Allan's
of the country In behalf of pure
parts
several
years
of
next
a
were
a
will
on
term
After
whose
separation
displayed
expire
prfbllo
private foods and pure drugs. This salutary
publican,
powder to be shaken Into the shoes
Kolb and Dill, the musical comedSan Francisco law, however, needs amendment, as
March, is a candidate for
for Corns, Bunions, Aching, Swollen, t.uildings throughhout
His opponent on the republican side ians, have again become partners
today to mark ithe anniversary oj the supreme court held In May, 1911,
Moist, Tender feet Sold everywhere,
the great earthquake and fire In that its provisions, to quote President
25c.
Sample FREE. Address, A. S. celebration of the
complete recovery Taft's words In his vigorous message
Olmstead, LeRoy, N. Y.
of the city from the dire effects of to congress a month later. "Do not
labeling of
the double catastrophe.
The earth- cover the knowingly falseeffect"
The
A CENTURY OF GAS
nostrums as to curative
occurred
six years ago today
quake
menPhiladelphia, Pa., April 18 Phila- and in the shock and the fire that en president added: "An evil which
aces the general health of the people
n
delphia today began a two days'
sued 452 lives were lost and proper- strikes at the life of the nation. In
of the centenary of gas as an
ty valued at upwards of $400,000,000 my opinion the sale of dangerously
illuminant and Its use in this city. A was
constitutes
adulterated drugs
destroyed.
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
leading feature of the celebration Is
such an evil and warrants me In call
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
an historical exhibition showing the NORTHEAST
the
KANSAS TEACHERS ing the matter to the attention of
Scalp and Dandruff
first gas stove ever placed on the
Leavenworth Kan., April 18. Pub congress.
Work of Soil Mapping.
market, old time gas burners, crude lic school teachers from
many counOf Importance to the farmer has
specimens of pipe, the first gas lamps ties rounded up here
If you Wish to Double the Beauty
today for the
and many other appliances connected annual convention of the Northeast been the work carried on In the past
of your Hair in Ten Minutes surely
five years of soil mapping and classifi
with the early history of the then Kansas Teachers'
Try a Danderine Hair Cleanse
association.
The cation, so that now the area Included
new medium of illumination.
sessions will continue two days and la 407,009 square miles, or nearly 41,- will have as speakers many educators 000,000 acres. The value of this work
Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy,
VIRGINIA LEAGUE STARTS
la incalculable.
abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and
of wide prominence.
beautiful as a young girl's after a Danderine
Richmond, Va., April 18. After a
Disseminating the valuable informahair cleanse.
Just ry this moisten a cloth
tion acquired by the department has
time
one
at
troubles
of
series
that
LAST
WILL
AND
TESTAMENT
with a little Danderine and carefully draw it
proved a wonderful work. Practically
threatened the disruption of the orOf Pauline Graaf, deceased.
through your hair, taking one small strand
200,000.000 publications have been dis
at a time. This will cleanse the hair of dust,
ganization, the Virginia Basebal1 State of New Mexico, County of San trlbuted since
Secretary Wilson asdirt and excessive oil and in just a few
wrinout
smoothed
its
all
has
league
Miguel.
sumed control of the department, and
moments you have doubled the beauty of
kles and today opened its season un Office of the Probate Clerk,
your hair.
Oountj more than half 1103,598,100) of that
der promising auspices. In the opennumber have been distributed within
of San Miguel, N. M.
A delightful surprise awaits particularly
the past five years.
those who have been careless, whose hair
ing games Portsmouth appeared at To all whom it may concern, greeting
has been neglected or is scraggy, faded, dry,
Other work accomplished by the deNorfolk, Danville, at Newport News,
You
are
hereby notified that the 6tb
brittle or thin. Besides beautifying the hair
Includes a comprehensive
partment
at
Roanoke
and
Petersburg day of June, A. D. 1912, has been
Lynchburg
at once, Danderine dissolves every particle
weather
of
warnings and foresystem
in Richmond.
of dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorfixed by the honorable probate court, casts, the meat Inspection service to
ates the scalp, forever stopping itching and
in and for the county! and state afore- which 2,500 experts are employed, who
falling hair.
Insaid, as the day to prove the last will ee that every pound of meat sent
of
as
you will, after one application
Try
food,
fit
for
Is
human
protec
terstate
or
find
dandruff
Danderine you cannot
and testament of said Pauline Graaf,
any
tlon of live stock, the checking of ro
a loose or falling hair, and your scalp will
deceased.
most
what
will
dent pests, the destruction of noxlons
never itch, but
please you
In testimony whereof, I have here
Use a mild soothing; wash that Instantly
will be after a few weeks use when you will
Insects, the conservation of water sup
itch.
tops the
unto set my hand and affixed the seal plies, the building and care of public
actually see new hair fine and downy at
We
have
sold
other
remedies
for
many
first yes but really new hair sprouting all
skin trouble but none that we could per- of the probate court this 4th day of roads and the policy for better farm
over the scalp. Danderine makes the hair
sonally guarantee as we do the D, D, D.
houses, so that every dollar expended
Prescription. If I had Eczema I'd use April A. D. 1912.
grow long, heavy and luxuriant and we can
In
the prosecution of this work in Its
hair
soft
LORENZO
for
care
If
DELGADO,
D. D. D. Prescription
you
pretty,
prove it.
numerous
phases has brought bacx a
and lots of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
K. D. GOODALL
Clerk of the Probate Court.
hundred fold to the people
Knowlton's Danderine from any druggist
East Las Vegas, N. M.
or toilet counter, and just try it.
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Easily Fits Any Quick Detachable Rim
No Tools Required
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VEGAS AUTO & MCH. CO.
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East Las Vegas, N. M.
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$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Us

Machine

Vegas Automobile

Whalen, & Fowler Pro, P.s
V

Phone Main 344.

T
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A LITTLE DANDERINE WILL
MAKE YOUR HAIR LUSTROUS,

SOFT, FLUFFY, ABUNDANT

cele-batio-

Co.

You will look a good while befor-yo- u
find a better medicine for coughs
Department of State Engineer,
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
Santa Fe, N. M.,
It not only gives relief
Remedy.
April 5, 1912. It cures. Try It when you have a
cough .or cold, and you are certain
Number of Application 653.
to be pleased with the prompt cur.'
Notice is hereby given that on the which
it will effect For sale by all
NOTICE.

4th day of April, 1912, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, Dawson Railway Company of
of
Texas,
El
Paso,
County
State of Texas, made an application to the State Engineer of New
Mexico for a permit Jo appropriate
from the public waters of the State
of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Sam Creez, at a point s. 25, t.
23 n r. 24 e., by means of storage
and one cu. ft. per sec. and 724 acre
feet is to be conveyed to reservoir
from creek and there used for Railway Water Supply.
The State Engineer will take this
application up for consideration on
the 5th day of July, 1912, and all persons who may oppose the granting of
the above apllcatlon must file their
objections substantiated with affidavits with the State Engineer and copy
with applicant on or before that date
CHARLES D. MILLER,
State Engineer.

Read The Optic

dealers.

How anxiously
Good old
we watch for him if somebody is 111
or there is a party on and the ice
ice-ma-

cream not made! You're doubly anxious, however, if It's our ice you're
waiting on for you know we handle
only the best. You also Know that
our delivery of ice Is prompt and that
you won't have to wait There's a
pleasure in that knowledge, isn't
there?
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents
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Into the sick room. His body U covered with disease germ.
Do not alow decaying material of
any sort to accumulate on or near
your premises.
Screen all food, and insist that your
grocer, batcher, baker and everyone
from whom you buy foodstuffs does
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Keep all receptables for garbage
carefully covered snd the cans cleaned or sprinkled with oil or lime
Keep all stable manure in vault or
Entered at the postornce at East pit, screened or sprinkled with lime.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- oil or other cheap preuaratlons.
Keep the streets and alleys clean.
sion through the United States mails
See that your sewerage system Is
M second class matter.
in good order: that It does not leak.
is uivto-ditt- e
and not exposed to files.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Into the drains.
Pour
kerosene
Dally, by Carrier:
Burn pyrethrur
wder in the
Per Copy
$ .05
One Week
16 housp to kill the flies, or use a mixOne Month
66 ture of formaldehyde and water one
7.50 spoonful to a quarter pint of water,
One Year
this exposed in the room will kill
Dally by Mall
all the files.
One Year
$6.00
Burn or bury all table refuse.
3.00
Six Months
Screen all windows and doors, esin the kitchen and dining
pecially
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
One Yenr
Six Months

are ignorant

$2.00
1.00

Vew Mexico.
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ship-wreck-

"Health is wealth" and "an ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of
U,L PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT cure."
There is more health In a hous.-wel- l
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR.
screened than in many a doctor's visit.
The only safe way is to keep out
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation the files.
o
of any newspaper In Northwestern

BUSINESS OFFICE
NEWS DEPARTMENT

18, 1912.

:

(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscriptions)
Ttemlt by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
e responsible for loss.
Specimen ooples free on applies-ion- . department,

TELEPHONES

APRIL

the following lating to grand Juries and reducing
announcement:
the number of grand Jurors to nine,
Tha Cedrio will sail as scheduled the number necessary to an indictat noon today."
ment to be six. Printing was disC W. Thomas, assistant manager pensed with temporarily.
of the traffic department of the
Senate Bill No. 88, by Holt, defining
White Star line, said no arrangement and regulating banks and insurance.
House Bill No. 89, by Holt, to aphad been made to transfer J. Bruce
ismay, managing director of the in- point three commissioners to repreternational Meercantlle Marine, from sent New Mexico at a national confer
the Carpathia to the Ceedric at sea ence on state laws. To committee
on judiciary.
and that as far as he knew Mr.
Senate Bill No. 90, by Holt, an act
would remain aboard the Carpaprescribing qualifications for appointthia.
A representative of R. H. Lacy and ive officers and employes of the state.
company said an official of the firm To comittee on judiciary.
Senate Bill No. 91, by Holt, creating
had received by wireless conlfrma-Hooffice of clerk of the district
the
wife
and
his
that Isador Straus
noon.
were not among the survivors on the courts. To committee on Judiciary.
Senate Bill No. 92, by Burns to projThe fog is setting in
Carpathia).
hibit
the contracting of debts by pubas
out
as
thick
and
down
far
the
bay
Cannot Arrive Today
lic officers, boards, bodies, agencies,
it
If
continues
it
Hook
and
Sandy
New York, April 18.
Henetc., in excess of appropriations. To
ry, surveyor of the port of New doubtless will delay the arrival of
judiciary.
the
Carpathia.
York, said this morning that the CarSenate Bill No. 93, by Burns, to
pathia would not dock until 1 o'clock
amend Section 4164 of the Compiled
Friday morning.
Ship Carried 2,208 People.
Laws of 1897. To state affairs.
London April IS. The actual numThe Cunarder Carpathia with 80S
Senate Bill No. 94, by Hinkle, fixing
of the
survivors of the ber of passengers and crew on board the number of members of boards of
sunken Titanic was off Nantucket the Titanic at the time of the disas- education in incorporated cities and
light ship, 196 miles away, at 6:55 ter was 2,208. according to Sydney providing for the election thereof. To
o'clock this morning.
The wireless Buxton, president of the board of education.
report that there are only 705 sur- trade, in reply to a question in the
A petition from the Ladles' hospital
vivors of the Titanic aboard the Car- house of commons this afternoon.
at Silver City was referred to the
matters committee on finance.
A searching Inquiry Into
pathia still persists, but no word,
as far as can be learned, has come concerning the catastrophe to the TiThe committee on agriculture and
from the Carpathia within the last tanic, pertaining to their respective live stock reported amendments to
24 hours, giving the exact number departments, was promised in
the Senate Bill No. 15, Pankey 's brand
of
shipwrecked persons
aboard. house of commons by Sidney Buxton, bill, and the bill was made the special
From figures available at the White president of the board of trade, and order in committee of the whole to
Star line offices it is probable that Herbert L. Samuel, postmaster gen- day.
the number of those who perisheu eral. The postmaster general said
introduced Senate Joint
Doepp
he already had taken up the false Memorial No. 5, asking for 270,000
totals 1,312 souls.
The Carpathia is now said to be In reporters which had been published, acres of public land additional to the
congressional grant for a new norgood working wireless zone,
for lie continued:
"I am making inquiries as to wheth- mal school.
numbers of private messages from
A Joint meeting of the committees
survivors and dispatches to the linej er the wireless messages from ships
were constantly being received dur-- ' holding my license for wireless tele on education of both houses was aning the morning, but no word came! graphy on which the reports were nounced for today.
House
to the repeated requests for details! represented to be founded were in
After roll call and prayer Speaker
of the accident. The cruisers Ches- fact sent from those ships."
Some members of the commons Baca called Representative Clancy to
ter and Salem and the government
wireless stations on shore stopped suggested that the false reports had the chair. Corrections were made in
been spread with the view of affect-in- the journal and It. was then adopted.
sending , that tthe Carpajthia might
the premiums on
e
The usual grist of
fight
have an uninterrupted field for send
but Mr. Samuel said that that matter
was presented. They were renews.
ing
was not within his cognizance. Mr. ferred to the committee on ways and
The Carpathia has sent ashore the
Buxton, who was piled with questions, means. However, one telegram from
names of 125 third class passengers
said the Titanic actually carried 16 Mayor R. J. Taupert of East Las Ve
and requested the White Star line to boats on
davits giving accommoda gas, declared that he had a petition
send a ship's officer and 14 sailorr tion for 990
Other boats with more than 600 signers, asking
persons.
on two tugs to take charge of 13 Ticarried provided accommodations for for the passage of the Tripp bill
tanic life boats at quarantine. This, another 188,
making together a total which would permit the prize fight
would indicate that only 13 lifeboats of 1,178.
In addition there were 48 under certain regulations and restrir
had been found available Tor rescue life
buoys and 3,560 life belts. The tions
work instead of 20 lifeboats, as had actual number of passengers and
The committee on ways and means
been approximated.
crew on board the Titanic was 2,208. recommended the tabling of House
All hope has been given up that
Bill No. 7, by Toombs,
exempting
Colonel John Jacob Astor, isadoi
homesteads and certain other proper
Straus, Benjamin .Guggenheim, Major
ty from forced sale. The bill was
Archibald Butt, military aide to
4 tabled by 26 to 19 votes.
The comittee on state affairs recom
President Taft; George D. Widener,
BILLS INTRODUCED IN
B.
mended
the passage of House Bill No.
manthe
THE
LEGISLATURE
theatrical
Harris,
Henry
56, with amendments.
The bill is by
ager, and Charles M. Hoy , president
Hilton and amends Sections 9 and 11
of the Grand Trunk railway, have!
of Chapter 32 of the laws of 1903, an
been saved. The Carpathia's wireless
Santa Fe, N. M., April 18. The fol- act relative to
community ditches and
operator sent word this morning that
lowing official business was trans- aoequias. The bill
Colonel Astor was not on the Carpaprovides for three
acted yesterday by the senate and romissioners, one
mayordomo and
thia and he did not know whether house of
the New Mexico state legis- one assistant
mayordomo to be electBenjamin Guggenheim or Major lature:
ed on the first Monday of October,
Butt was aboard. The scout cruise!
Senate
the
officers to assume their duties
Salem requested information regard-- ;
Numerous prize fighting petitions on the first
Monday In November.
ing Major Butt from the Carpathia were presented to the committee on
The bill regulates the matter of work
but the Cunarder gave no answer. judiciary.
on ditches.
The Salem sent asbore the followlnr
On motion of Crampton, the senate
On motion of Vargas and speeches
message:
WiTl extend a vote of thanks
for an by Vargas and Hilton, the measure
"T can read the Carpathia but
hej invitation to attend the dedication of was recomltted to the committee on
won't take any business from me."
the new Chaves county court house ways and means.
George D. Widener, the Philadel- - id Roswell.
Under suspension of the rules, the
A petition
from the Woman's
phia capitalist, is not aboard the Car-Tripp
prize fight bill, House Bill Nt
pathia. That information was receiv- league of 1,100 members, 48, was taken up and passed. Blanch-ared by the White Star line offices ear- - favoring Senate Bill No. 23, was releading the fight against the
ly
Special arrangements ferred to the committee on judiciary. measure. The bill
today.
passed 29 to 17
The following bills were intro- votes.
have been made to care for the survivors when the Carpathia docks. duced:
The following House Joint Resolu
Senate Bill No. 86, by Pankey, pro- tion was introduced
Customs regulations have been susby Llewellyn:
pended and there will be only a short viding for a procedure before the
Whereas, the White Star liner Ti
at quarantine by tha corporation commission. The bill will tanic collided with an
inspection
Iceberg off the
health department, as is mandator not be printed until the Judiciary coast of Newfoundland on the
night
under the law. Police reserves will committee reports.
of April 14, A. D. 1912 by which col
Senate Bill No. 87, by Evans, re lision occurred one of the most
be stationed about the, Cunard line
shock- pier and only those who are friends
or relatives of the survivors with
proper credentials will be permitted
! IF YOU DON'T FEEI.
RffiHT
on the pier.
Taxicab and hotel accommodations
have been provided for first and secTAKE DELICIOUS
SYRUP OF
ond cabin passengers who are not
able to proceed at once to their
homes, while the steerage passen-- j
BOWELS, TORPID LIVER AND DECAYING FOOD
IN STOMACH CAUSE THE
gers will be cared for by the inimi- SICK HEADACHE,
GAS, BACKACHE
lion department at Ellis island or
SALLOWNESS,
BILIOUSNESS
AND
INDIGESTION.
municipal
lodging ;i house
by the
All
women get bilious, headachy
which has been placed at their dis-- i
ged up waste and poisonous matter
and constipated simply because they have been
posaL
gently but thoroughly
A score or more of wealthy society don't exercise enough. They dou't cat moved on and out of
your system,
women have organized a relief com- course food, or enough fruit and without nausea,
griping or weakness.
mittee to aid the steerage survivors green vegetables. Those are natureV Tour head will be
clear, complexion
of the Titanic and have telegraphed ways of keeping the liver and thirty rosy, breath
sweet, stoma ?h regu'at-d- ;
President Taft offering to assist the feet of bowels active; but very fev
no more constlpal n, sase?,
government in the work of caring women employ them. The next best pains and aches.
for the third class passenger surviv- way Is delightful, fruitv Syrup of
It is simply a matter of keeping
ors. That the White Star liner Ced- Figs.
your stomach, liver and bowels clean
Nearly all ills of women can be and regular. Then you will
ric, scheduled to sail at noon today,
always
overcome
tomorrow
with Syrup of Figs alone. be well
until
detained
be
might
always look nl fad your
Is
no
There
need to have sick headwas reported today, as the liner had
received a wireless from the Carpa- ache, backache, dizehtess, stomach
get the genuine the old relithia makin that request. J. Bruce sour and full of gases, bilious snells. able. Ask your druggist for "Syrup
Ismay, managing director of the In- sallowneess, coated tongue, bad! of Figs and Elixir of Senna." Refuse,
ternational Mercantile Marine, one breath, had complexion, nervousness with contempt, the
Fig Syrof the survivors aboard the Carpa- and depression. The sures and af-- !
to fool
substituted
sometimes
ups
thia, it is said would return to Eng- est remedy is one or iw- - toasroons- - j
The
the
yon.
bears
true,
genuine,
land aboard the Cedrio if she is de- ful of delicious Syrup of Figs. Try
name
California
tomorrow.
Later
this
until
Fig Syrup Company;
tained here
tonight you'll feel splendid in
Vice President Franklin of the White the morning when the sour bile, clog look for this on the label.

that their husbands
have perished and are hoping they
were picked up by passing liners
which subsequently rendered service
similar to that of the Carpathia.
In New York all preparations have
been made to receive the survivors
when they land. Food, clothing, am-bulances and other necessities and
luxuries have been provided. Police
protection will be ample, and every
measure will be taken to protect the
unfortunates. For the women of ue
steerage, a committee of leading
New York women has been formed to
house and take care of them until rv
latives abroad can be notified ot
their plight. The Cedric sailed at

room.
If yon see flies, you may be sure
that their breeding place is in nearby filth. It nay be behind the door,
under the table or in the cuspidor.
If there is no dirt and filth there
will be no flies.
If there is a nuisance in the neigh
borhood write at once to the health
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CONDEMNS

anti-priz-

LINERS
(Continued from Page Four).

TUB PATENT DECISION OF
THE SUPREME COURT
four of the judges of the highest
court in the land recently decided
that the patent laws of the United
States give a patentee the right to
say, not only who shall use his patented invention, but how they shall
use it after tbey buy it, and that an
invader or violator of this right may
be sued in a federal court as an Infringer, Instead of in a state court,
if the patentee chooses to stand on
liis patent rights instead of on any
contract which he may make under
state laws, and under which he sells
his patented invention. A clear idea
of the importance of the decision is
given in an article by Frederick Ben
iamln, in the May Popular Mechanics
Ha states:
"Three of the Judges believe this
decision will give the federal courts
Magazine.

reater power than they should have,
und will enable the owners of patents
to dictate terms on which their pa
nned inventions may be used that
will work great hardships to the pub
lic.

"If the dire consequences, which
he minority of the court assume
flow from such law, have not
resulted during the years of trust or
ganization and power, why fear such
auditions in the future?
wants unifor
''The public
mity in the interpretation of the laws,
and this it is much more likely to
get in the federal courts than in the
courts of nearly 50 states, each having its own notions of tha law and
without any obligation to agree with
each other.
"But for the inventors there would
be no progress; if it were not for
liberal patent laws there would be
no incentive to invent; billions of
dollars have been invested on the
strength of protection afforded by pa
tents under laws which have been
uniformly Interpreted by the courts
erer since they were enacted; our
country has progressed and prospered as a result of the efforts of our
inventors protected by these laws
Such conditions should not be disturbed, nor even threatened, in the
absence of a clear showing that some
conditions
other laws or different
would bring about better results."
.
o

....

RUl.ES FOR EALING WITH
THE ELY NUISANCE
1

Keep the files away from the sick
especialy those ill with contasioi"
diseases. Kill eTOhr.mr that strat

--

1

J

,

n

Whereas, the crew and passengers
the unfortunate ship displayed
heroism unparalleled in the world's
history by their unselfishness in sacrificing their lives in order to secure
the safety of the women and chil
dren;
Therefore be it resolved, by the
bouse of representatives of the first
legislature of the state of New Mexico, the senate concurring, that the
sympathy and heartfelt condolences
of the people of New Mexico are hereby extended to the surviving bereaved relatives of those who perished;
and that a copy of this resolution be
furnished to the New York and London press, that a copy be furnished
to Mrs. John Jacob Astor who,
through divine Providence, was miraculously saved, and also a copy be
furnished the parents of Major Rutt.
Afternoon Session
Late Tuesday afternoon, the house
which had established a new record
for the session as to the number of
measures disposed of in short time,
eliminated several more duplicate
propositions by tabling House Joint
Resolutions No. 2, No. 5 and No. 7,
relating to the language qualifica
tion clause of the constitution and to
the regulation or prohibition of the
liquor traffic.
In the contest against Representa
tive Juan D. Casados of Union county,
reby J. W. Llnwood of Mosquero,
publican, a recomemndatlon that the
s
sergeant-at-armof the house be instructed to serve a copy of the con
of

penalty for mutilating or destroying
such records.
House Bill No. 89, by Sanches, to
direct the state board of education
to provide for Industrial instruction
In the public schools and to create
the position of state industrial supervisor.

House Bill o 90, by Hilton, an
act for good roads and the placing of
index signs on roads and branch roads
and providing a penalty for their de
struct Ion.
House Bill No. 91, by Hilton, to prohibit metal tires on certain vehicles
and defining public roads.
House Bill No. 92, by Mullens, Moreno and Llewellyn to establish a
chair of ornithology at the College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, the
University of New Mexico and th
Military Institute. To committee on
ways and means.
Burg presented a memorial to congress asking that Schedule K of the
tarfff be amended so as to place a
duty of 30 cents a pound on scoured
wool. The present duty Is 33 per cent
while the TTnderwood bill seeks to
remove It altogether. The memorial
was adopted by a vote of 42 to 3, Rogers, Evans and Carter voting against
it and Mullens explaining his vote In
its favor.
The senate subsltitute for Senate
Bill No. 17. prohibiting the public
drinking cup, was declared sufficiently dead by Speaker Baca, so as to
merit no further interment by the
house.

s

1912.

submarine bells, life saving, and fire
extinguishing apparatus.
The restriction of wireless tele-tra-h
activity and regulations that
will prevent interference ny Ameri-cans in times of emergency, were tak
en up by the house .oa.mittee on
merchant marine.
A raport from a
which has been framing a bill was
laid before the full committee at an
executive session.
The Alexander wireless telegraphy
bill would restrict the
operation o(
amateurs and others t0 wave lengtas
not exceeding 500 metres. Expeii
menters or others engaged in important work might receive special
permits from the secretary of com
merce and labor to operate undei
greater wave length.
The bill was favorably acted on
by the merchant marine committee
and reported back to the rouse and
the Alexander resolution lor the establishment of recognized trans-A- t
lantic travel routes by international
agreements was also favorably reported by the committee.
Chairman Smith will depart at once
for New York, accompanied by a senate sergeant-at-armto procure witnesses to attend Immediate hearings.
J Bruce Ismay will he among the
first asked to testify.
Red Cross to Aid.
After a conference at the White
House today between Mr. Nagel, the
secretary of commerce and labor; C.
D. Hilles,
secretary to President
Taft and Miss Mabel Boardman, the
active head of the American Red
Cross, it was announced that an appeal to the people of the United
States probably would be sent broadcast today by the Red Cross for funds
to aid the destitute rescued from the
Titanic.
New York, April 18. The Curnard
liner Carpathia, bearing the survivors of the sunken steamship Titanic,
was making her way slowly toward
New York today groping through the
fog, her wireless silent as that of
the stricken vessel a small part of
whose human cargo she carries. According to best reckoning she will
reach her dock here not before 1
o'clock tomorrow morning.
Wireless messages bombarded the
Carpathia all last night and today
but with little results. Even a message from President Taft asking for
news of his aide. Major Butt, remained unanswered and the indications
are no details of the disaster will be
known until the Carpathia reaches
port.
Judging from the nature of the few
messages from the survivors, the inference Is that most of them are nr
aware of the awful tragedy that took
lace aboard the Titanic after she
ras abandoned. Thus many wives

Ing tragedies in history. . ..Iting la test parers on the clerk eff 1 n o t
to the comthe loss of nearly fpMftetu. hundred county, was
2sL 1
mittee on privileges and elections on
lives; and
Whereas, included In the number motion of de Baca
were many men of world-widThe folswing additional bills were
fame,
comprising Mr. Wiliam T. Stead, the Introduced:
House Bill No. 88, by Nichols, by
noted English editor: Major Archibald Butt, military aide to President request, authorizing the state corpo
Taft; Colonel Jacob Actor, a gallant ration commission to inspect the books
of common carriers, compelling such
soldier of the late Spanish-Americato produce their books snd
war, and several women of Interna- carriers
tional fame in the world's work; and records on demand and providing a
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL. VALUE. $12. OO
We purchased several carloads of this beautiful dinner-warand oar
large purchase enabled the manufacturer to give ns an occlusive design
end a very low price. We are charting part of the cost to "advertising
a
to
and
ask
of
the
actual
of the
cost
yon
pay
only
percentage
expense," of a beautiful
set.
"Cosmos" design and cannot be duplloated in
It is
Quality for leas than 114 In any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
the manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon in every sack of LARABEE'S Flour. Send us five
coupons and $3.M) In casta, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send you one of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons In LARABEE'S Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Aak for descriptive circular.
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Flour that makes Baking a Delight
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FOR
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Try aSack You'll Like
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SHOES, OXFORDS and PUflPS
Desireable Styles, lasts and materials. Plainjpumps for women
in patent kid, gun metal, velvet and satin. Two strap gun metal
and patent pumps for girls.

$2.75 to $4.00
We are
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a
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The New Summer Style Book
Two thousand illustrations
32 full page fashion pictures
A pattern free with each book
At tha pattern counter

store
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W. A. Cameron, a Santa Fe official,
NERVE
WITH
BIRDS
arrived this afternoon from the Pass
City on business.
A. Mennet, who travels out of Las
The
IN CALIFORNIA THEY HAVE FREE
Vegas for the Charles Weld company
AND 1AY WAYS.
returned last night from a trip In
Mrs. J. E. fiurman left this morn
IN
the southern part of the state.
2 for Chiing on delayed train No.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president Annoy the Children and Steal Articles
cago.
of the New Mexico Normal TJnlver-stlThe man who does the
From Clotheslines Gulls at the
CLOISONNE ENAMEL
John D. W. Veeder, returned last
for
afternoon
French,
this
left
the
Are Wonderfully
measuring
8eashore
weighing,
to
buslaess
trip
ahort
night from a
BROOCHES. BELT BUCKLES.
from where he will go to Dawson and
Tame and Sociable.
the man who knows how
Santa Fe.
JUSTICE AND BRODY ARE WALKthe
of
schools
last
the
and why the man on
Roy, visiting
SHIRT WAIST SETS
W. G. Gortner came In this afterING FROM PACIFIC TO THE
will make
My first experience of the fearlesswhom everything depends.
to Al- two towns. Dr. Roberta
business
me
trip
a
noon
short
to
came
from
bird
BEAUTY PINS
Our responsibility is never
the commencement address at Roy ness of the California
ATLANTIC.
at second hand, writes a correspondbuquerque.
lost sight of for a moment
night.
Friday
ent of Suburban Life. It also. came
Charles Kinkaid returned this af- U1
h
i
in prescription filling. Every
;.,
" lnGt.' near getting a small boy into trouoie.
AT
Tired and footsore, but In robust
business
week's
trip!
a
ternoon
from
our
prescription leaving
and Agency Corporation, with After we were settled in a little nome health and
Jur-tic- e
excellent
to Dodge City.
spirits, i.
store is faultless from any
Mrs. S. P. Colby and Fred J. Rose the said small boy went to school on
and M. Brody, who are walking
Jose Dario Guiterrez, a ranchman
standpoint that you may
of Chicago, made a trip to the mesa his bicycle, down a busy avenue, with
from San Francisco
to New York
conof Canyon Largo, was in Las Vegas
take. You may feel safe
yesterday to visit land holdings of street cars running to and fro
the Jour- City and return on a wager of $2,5u0,
All
made
we
if
had
Before
he
your
today on business.
and sure
to
stantly.
Mrs. Colby.
They had expected
J. A. Miller of Albuquerque, ar- return to Las
many times the cLlld came home arrived in Los Vegas at about :::30
prescription.
Vegas last night but ney
Cit
Duke
one
the
o'clock this morning, afte- - a trump of
evening and said:
rived last night from
a th)e return trip the automobile
"I wish the birds would leave me 18 hours,
on a short business trip.
during which 'hey walked
broke a rear axle, and It was neoes- - alone."
from
will
tht
Lamy
here, a llstance of .'6 small packs, as they expect to strike
leave
McDonnell
C.
Mrs.
J.
e of the hospitality of
"What birds?" I asked.
gary t0
WINTERS DRUG CO.
miles. This Is their mm J for one towns
you
blackbirds
little
first part of next week for a visit one of the mega farmerBi during the
those
every night from here to the
"Why,
The two young men. jfat lot, Atlantic coast.
home.
see around," he answered. "When I'm day.
former
in
her
this
Denver,
to
the
raftirn
and
.
city
n(gnt
Plioue Main
riding to school they come down and 21 years of age, and :3rody, i rears
But one accident has marred the
R. E. Goodman of Trinidad arrived morning with team and a wason.
old, left San Francisco ar, the New
try to peck my hat off."
Once they were laid up for
m Las Vegas this afternoon and will
The child had always been a truth- Year entered, following h tfinta Fe trip.
MEETING
STOCKHOLDERS'
when Brody fell over a
three
days
his
'e here tomorrow on business.
in
faith
veracity
but
ful child,
my
Arizona cliff Into the canyon of the Colorado
a road across California,
A meeting of the stockholders of the was shaken. I gently expressed
ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
Mrs. J. H. Gibson left last night
his as- - desert and on Into New Mei r. The river in Arizona, landing at the watAT A SACRIFICE
for Mobile, Ala., whee she will spend Las Vegas Masonic Building associa- doubt, but the boy backed up
SHORT ORDERS
route laid out for the eastward trip er's
Tem
Masonic
be
held
3ertlon
at
will
the
6
vehemently.
tion
rooms and a month
No. 1016 Fifth street,
edge 2S0 feet below. That he
visiting friends and relaand
he
per'e
do
it
is
over
to
the Santa
Kansas
every morning,"
"They
ple In East Las Ve?as, N. M., April
bath. 3 lots, good barn, chicken tives.
escaped with his life seems a mirat that.
to
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from
8
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ard
City,
o'clock
at
for
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p. m.,
houses and garage. Owner wants to
acle, but he suffered only scratches
H. C Smith, of Gross, Kelly aud
Later on. In speaking of this par- from there to the end of their
a
direcof
board
of
will
jour
and
take
electing
purpose
and bruises.
sell before leaving city
ticular breed of bird to a neighbor,
Company returned this afternoon from
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
s
of
as provided In the
ney over tr Pennsylvania and Lake
$3,200.
The reason for sore and tired feet
the boy's statement was Justified.
a short trip to Springer and other tors,
San
transactto
return
for
Shore
The
road;the
and
darsaid
are
association,
trip
"Those little birds certainly
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY cities north, of here.
when they landed here was that they
and the $2,500 will be are In need of new shoes. While
CORPORATION.
ing of such other business as may le- ing," said the neighbor. "I've seen Francisc
MerB, A. Spitz, of the Ilfeld-Spit- z
come before such meeting.
them try to take a piece of bread or made over
the northern route here the boys expect to earn enough
Real Estate Loans Insurance
cantile company of Albuquerque, ar- gally
cake from a child's hand and not throu
S. CLARK, President.
JOHN
Lake
Salt
City.
to purchase the much needed foot- were anxious to learn where It was to
rived last night from the Duke City
such a small child, either. They don't
terms
I) ITIGGINS. Secretary.
in
Aeeoi
to
the
specified
ding
busion
morwear.
and was in Las Vegas today
Though neither of the boys be staged and other places and things
the ordinary fear of
MOOSE LODGE ELECTS
East Las Vegas, N. M., Ajrll 12, seem to have
the wager the boys left San Fran- would disclose with whom the wager in connection with the big mill, and
never
are
ness.
because
they
tals, probably
and have earned was made It is generally understood expressed their regret that they
cisco penniless
molested here in the city."
assistant dis- - !912.
Charles Hedgcock,
One morning, going out to the front food, lodging and other necessities ot that It Is with one of the directors could not stick around for
ITS FIRST OFFICERS trict attorney, came In last night
a
Justice and Brody are in the movsurprised lr you nave an door, I found a caller. He was tiny life as they traveled. They have of tOQ San Francisco 1915 exposition.
from his headquarters in Santa Rosa
attack of rheumatism this spring fellow, riding a tricycle.
and
have
which
cards
sold,
they
post
are
u Mlil
ing picture business in San Francisbe :n. Las Vecas several Jugt rub tne affected nartg free!y
At any rate Brody and Justice
"Hello!" he said.
IS NAMED AS
In vaudeville
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houses,
lecturing
by
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n
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of
business.
i
with Chamberlain's Liniment and
big co. Justice is a native ot Bohemia.
"Hello!" I answered. "What's your
walking advertisements
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other
will soon
and
all
Sold
Both are good photographers and are
ingenious
by
disappear.
name?"
celebration.
Miss Mary Clark, sister of Frank
planned
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over
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way
"I
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along their route,
managed
the reply.
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11,668
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have made late
Vegas
there,"
pointing
which
they
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ft this
strike good
been fortunate enough
morning on the Chicago LimAssistant Manager James S. Dun- distance across a vacant lot, aud on
The Loyal Order of Moose, Las
trouble.
Brody and Justice carry weather and good roads and conse- plates for ota in lecturing on the trig
ited for New York where she will can, Jr., of the Maroons, has receivel
another street.
Vegas Lodge No. 954, was instituted
papers of Identification and have quently are boosters for the new and in their show house on the coast
seiKl the summer.
"And what are you doing so far
a letter from "Brother" Smith, who
in the Knights of Pythias hall last
been exempt from questioning police state. When
Ed Thias returned this afternoon played with the locals last summer. away from home?" I asked.
they learned that Las
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evening.
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shoe.
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little
want
"I
my
Is to be the scene of the
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Albuquerque. Mr. Thias' moth- Smith, who is with Topeka, has offerorder at 8:30 o'clock by National
from Mayor McCarthy and Mayor-eleThe Owtlc prints all the news.
er, Mrs. F. E. Thias, passed through ed to put the Maroons' management In your yard."
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yard?"
got
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were
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officers
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following
clothesline and brought it over."
men of San Francisco. They carry
accompanied her to the Duke City.
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elected:
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to Mayor
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Rev. Edward Burns Martin, pastoi Vegas. Smith, however, Is making
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Owing
"li.Vh will be just 63 soon as it has successful. The large number of trains made short Btops here, allow- where people are fishing, the gulls will
colors
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been received from tha tational head- convictions and heavy sentences
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perhaps this Is why they have learnwithout sicknesB. They were tied up
Short all silk Gloves 50c
banquet in the near future. The an- fenders were convicted and severely Rowe, did not arrive here until be- ed to be bo fearless.
In some localities in the city's out- for three days on the Arizona desert
tween 11 and 12 o'clock today.
nouncement to be given out later.
punished.
pair.
skirts telephone and other wires will by a snow storm. Their equipment
Chamoisette
be covered for a block or more with when they left the starting point
Gloves 50c pair.
small birds. What they find to eat was the regulation army outfit. Up
In the city Is a problem, but they
Short Lisle & Chamoislanded In Albuquerthrive. Some of them are beautiful to the time they
two
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and
times
were
at
25c pair.
ette
songsters, and all seem to have cul- que they
tivated a friendly and fearless dispo- days on the road between towns.
POPULAR PRICE STORE
sition.
However, at the Duke City they left
Hoffman & Graubarth THE
Main 104
their heavy haversacks and blankets
and are now traveling with only
When Women Were Knighted.
It is not at all well known that
knighthood has constantly been conferred upon women.
Many English
ladies received the accolade, and
many more were members of such
knightly orders as the Garter and St.
Capital Paid in
Surplus
John.
When Mary Cholmondeley,
"the bold lady of Cheshire," was
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
knighted by Elizabeth for "her valiant address" on the Queen taking
command at the threatened Invasion
by Spain, did she know that a whole
city of Spanish women, the gallant
women of Tortosa, had been knight
J. M. CUNMNQHAfl, President
HOSKINS, Cubler.
FRANK SPRINGER
ed for saving that city from the
Moors? Mary and Elizabeth had both
been knighted at their coronation, but
by the time Anne, the second Mary,
and Victoria ascended the throne it
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
had been quite forgotten that, according to English law and use, a woman
who filled a man's office acquired all
Its privileges and was Immune from
If you want a clear head and to feel "fit as a lord" for the afternoon's work, cut cm none of its duties.
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The Toasties Lunch

rich foods and join the big army of those who make

Post Toasties
These

golden-brow-

n,

the principal dish for their lunch.
crisped bits of corn are delicious, satisfying, and full of

e nourishment.

Underrated Man.
Victor Hemery, the noted French
racing automobillst, was praising an
American automobile.
"I don't know why it should be so
unpopular," he said. "Perhaps it isn't
advertised enough. At any rate, it is
a very much underrated machine."
he
Adjusting his racing goggles

"The Memory Lingers"
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories Battle Creek, Michigan.

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

smiled.

"It reminds me of the man whose
little son one cold
winter night:
" Tommy, go bring me up the

wife called to her

Most good eating places serve Post Toasties.

Las Vegas Savings Bank

"Tommy, without leaving his
fortable seat before the clanking
ator, shouted downstairs:
" 'Father, mother wants you!' "

comradi-
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Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice Is hereby given to whom It by this Board for the benefit of the
Almost Universal Trick of City Sales- may concern that the following de- owner when found.
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
men Make No Sort of Appeal
SANTIAGO
WAS
BUILT MOM
M. O. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
Him.
to
Albuquerque, N. M.
THAN 300 YEARS AGO.
t:
One gray mare, 13 or 15 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
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PURA COMPAlNY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Parity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas

Famu6 Office, 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among a
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is ;WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LOOK AND READ!
Ij have removed from 603 East Lincoln to

Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.
522

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

I
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr, Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. ifr

J

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Al

ways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X

X

3
3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM 2

tlOHT

A Low

LOCAL NEWS

Price

Shoes (or grandfather,
son, at Talchert't.

FOR- -

Finch

120

fixe new prunes

80 to 90 slse new prunes
60

to 60 site new prunes

at..t

l--

per

c

per lb.

10c

at..

lb.

13c per

1!j.

40 to 60 size new prunes at

14c per lb.

20 to 26

22c per lb.

site Silver Prunes, thclargest packed
-- AT

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
PHONE MAIN 193 OR MAIN 194

i

"LADIES"
Look for the Cupon in your Magazine that will entitle
you to one package of PUFFED RICE oj one package of
PUFFED WHEAT, FREE. Sign and bring the cupon
to us and we will give you a full size package of PUFFED
RICE or PUFFED WHEAT, whichever the cupon may
This offer begins in the May issue of over 95
different Magazines and weeklies.
call for.

Look for the Cupon,
Do not miss this offer.

J.

GR.OCER..

$18.30
To El Pblso and Return
Account Annual Reunion Scottish Rite Masons

Tickets on Sale April
Good for

H

1st. to

April 23rd, Inc

Return Until April 29th

D. L. BATCHEL

AGENT

MM

APRIL

18, 1912.

CLEAR
25

Watt

--

FROSTED

.88

BO

.55
.75

40 Watt
60 Watt

Watt

$1.10

150 Watt
250 Watt

2.30

.60
.80
$1.20
1.78
2.35

185

"HI-SPEE-

Model

D"

30

30

DARING Shoe for Young Men.
'Toe raised . many
higher than
.
... degrees
m
j i
more conservative universalin rnouei.
Swing Toe, high
Very short. Vamp, high
.,
Arch and Heel, causing tne 1001 to uwk
shorter, and mailer, than in other snoes.
A "Vanity" Style for Young
Men who delight in
wearing "something

A

C. O'MALLEY

.

.

Be sure and attend
me supper
served by the Methodist
Ladles'
THE ELECTRICAL MAN
Aid tomorrow eveenlng in connection
with their plain sewing sale. The folT
lowing appetising menu will be
served from 5:30 to 7:30 at the
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon any day's business and demand its
Coors building: Cold sliced meat, at the
publication in a paper of general clr
Opera Bar.
creamed potatoes, baked beans, salad,
eolation. The bill is quite lengthy
white and brown bread, lemon pie,
save occupying 200 typewritten pages.
Do you know that you can
coffee and tea.
Holt also introduced a bill in the
money by getting your shoes at
senate providing that all persons hftk
On Wednesday night the members
ing offices fn the state must have
of the board of directors of the Rat
Change your shoes at Talchert's been bona fide residents for at least
on baseball association and the fans store. We offer special prices on one year before
entering upon their
of the Gate City held a rousing mass Bostonian drees shoes this week.
duties. This proposed law does not
meeting to discuss the baseball situInclude nurses in state institutions
Anastacio Rael v Apodaca yesteration there. It Jig pro battle that
or teachers In state schools. How
this city, which Jn past years has day applied at the court house for $2 over, it applies stringently to all oth
as bounty on a wild cat killed by htn
been represented by crackerjack
er persons drawing money from the
baseball teams, wiU put a team in recently near Chupalnas.
state, even to stenographers and. oth
the field his season.
er minor employes.
Or. James H. Wroth, deputy grand
Senator Burns yesterday afternoon
M. Brody and J. Justice, who are master, A. F. and A. M., of New Mexintroduced a bil prohibiting any of
walking from San Francisco to New ico, arrived this afternoon from his fice holder from contracting deficits.
York City and return on a wager ot headquarters in Albuquerque and will This will make it
Impossible for any
I2J500, will lecture tonight at the be in attendance at the regular com- of the state institutions to exceed
Photoplay theater on their trip be- munication of Chapman Lodge No. 2, their appropriations for running ex
tween here and the Pacific coast in the Masonic temple tonight. Dr. penses.
Formerly the schools, pent
The experiences of the two lads are Wroth is on his regular official visit
and other state institutions
tentlary
many and varied and their talk to the local Masonic lodge. The at- frequently used up their allowance
should prove exceedingly interesting. tendance of all members is requested, of public funds and then
requested
No additional charge will be made and all visiting brothers are invited the next
legislature to make good
for the lecture but tbe boys will sell to be present.
the deficit. The bill proposed by
souvenir photograph
postal cards.
Senator Burns will make it ImposAccording to the terms of the wager,
sible for the legislature to take snrh
Brody and Justice 'eft San Francisco
action in the future.
and are earning their wiy across the MANY OFFICEHOLDERS
country, the sale of these cards being
Ladles, lighten your spring sewing
one o ftrelr principal means of
WILL BE OUT OF A JOB by purchasing your kitchen aprons
ready made at the sale given by the
Methodist Ladles' Aid society next
forof
Santa Fe,
John Roberts
NEARLY ALL APPOINTEES OF W.
afternoon at the Coors build-Friday
BE
WILL
H. ANDREWS
merly stenographer for
ing. They will offer a full line of
W. J. Mills, and now employed ;is pri
THROWN IN DISCARD.
women's and children's aprons In
to Congressman
vate
secretary
and percale, made in a va- Santa Fe, N. M., April 18 The re- gingham
George Curry, has been appointed a
of styles.
clerk In the diplomatic service, Mr. publican state executive committee rlety
Roberta will be assigned to duty with will meet next Monday for the purNO RAISE FOR ENGINEERS
one of the legations of South Ameri- pose of considering iederal appointNew York, April IS. The commit- ca. The appointment carries with it ments in New Mexico. Campaign
ice ui crucial HMMf i o yii
ici
the promise of advancement to con- plans also will be discussed by the railroads, after a further considerasul as soon as age permits. Before committee.
It is understood that tion today of the renewed demands by
starting- - In nrt htn now duties he Will many of the men appointed to fed the engineers of the 50 railroads In
hare a two weeks' leave of absence eral offices by former Delegate Wil- the eastern territory for increased
and will return to New Mexico for liam H. Andrews will lose their jobs, wages,
sent a communion Hon to
a short visit with his mother in San as It has practically been decided to Grand Chief Stone of the Brotherhood
ta Fe. Mr. Roberts ha a number rid New Mexico of the machine built of Locomotive Engineers, thai "it is
ot friends to this city who win be up by Mr. Andrews through his ap- not possible to accede to your wage
glad to learn ot his advancement, as pointments a machine, by the way, requests and those certain to
Senators
be is an able young man and deserv- which is strictly Andrews.
Roberts Catron and Fall will be allowed lo
Mr.
ing of promotion.
For the purpose of organizing and
speaks Spanish fluently and is in a make their appointments
entirely
mntber of other wavs Mpeclally upon their own judgment. All will making plans for the work of the
be staunch republicans and it is ex- coming summer the members of the
adapted to his new work.
Las Vegas Patrol of the Boy Scouts
pected the party will be materially
held
a meeting yesterday afternoon
strengthened by their wise selections.
in the Y. M. C. A. Plans for the
It is rumored that Captain Henry
P. Bardshar, internal revenue col- camp and trip of the scouts this year
were discussed. The members who
lector, will be succeeded by Manuel
to accompany the patrol will
Otero, at present assistant postmas- expect
ter in Santa Fe. Chris Muller of the deposit a dollar a week with the Y
M. C. A., from now until the date for
land office, it is asserted, will hold
the
start on the trip, for the purpose
to
the
clerk
his Job. George Armijo,
is only possible by the proof defraying the expenses of the
to
said
be
is
commission,
corporation
cess used by an
of camp. The council of the Boy Scouts,
seeking a federal appointment
modern steam laundry.
composed of Dr. F. H. H. Roberts,
some kind.
Our methods are exact,
Senator Holt late yesterday intro- Rttfus Mead and William Shllllnglaw,
scientific, hygienic. Theve
duced a new banking bill. This held a meeting last night which was
is absolutely no possibility
measure is a codification of the pres- also to discuss plans for the coming
of your clothing being other
ent laws of California and Colorado. summer's work.
It provides that banks in towns of
than sanitary when returnless
than 3,000 must have a paid up
ed from our plant.
of at least $15,000 and that
capital
And this is well worth
in towns of
financial institutions
The safety
considering.
more than 3,000 must have a pail
from having your clothes
up capitalization of at least $25,000.
handled by careless unclean
This bill has the approval of the
hands amid unsanitary surState Bankers' association. Its provisions will do away with many presroundings is worth more
ent abuses in the state banking systhan the slight extra cost
tem under which many small instiover washerwoman service.
tutions have started into business
'Phone cat! brings our wagon
without a full paid up capital 'sufficient to protect their depositors. The
measure provides for a state bank examiner at a salary of $3,000 and an
assistant bank examiner who is to
receive a remuneration of 1,500. The
bank examiner may cal' for a statePhone Main 81 617 Douglas
ment from any bank at the close of
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SPECIFICATIONS
30
Black Smooth Calf

Blucher Oxford
Soles 11 Sq.
Single
Heels 128
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M. GREENBERGER.

THE

Big Fight is on Between

the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best ot it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising

j

Proposition.
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STEAR.NS
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THURSDAY.

New Prices on Mazda Lamps

100

8
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The Woman's
Auxiliary of St.
Paul's Memorial church will meet Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
8. V. Long at her home at 903 Seventh street

For the balance of this week we offer
to

DAILY OMIC,

father and

Golden Wedding
aged
la tut, wood. Direct from distiller)
to you. At the Lobby, of

PRUNES
100

VEOA

L

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

11

Jefferson Reynolds President
Raynolds Vice President
HaPett Reynolds Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President
fl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
E. D.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Good Family
Washing

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposit

We Have

1

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

SPECIAL
CASH

At the Home of Quality
Just Received a Carload

of

Las Vegas Steam

PRICES

Laundry

MOSES BEST FLOUR
NOME

BETTER

Plant "Telephone" Peas

We Will Give With Every Fifty Pound Sack
Bought This Week a Useful Souvenir

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable

They are the sweetest
They arc the best producers
The sparrows do not eat the young
vwes as they do other varieties

PERRY ONION & SON

Will Meet any

and all

Advertised Prices

Quality and Service

Guaranteed
AT

5c per pkt. 25c per pound
507 Sixth Street

Every Day in
the Month

Fh. one
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BOUCHER'S
121

"The Store of Satisfaction"

In this Hoosier Cabinet

I

the owner has put

321

articles at her fingers' ends.

Clean up your Kitchen
In W Minutes

I

A woman washed and dried 32 dishes and put everything
away, with the aid of her Hoosier Cabinet. A half million
other women find their work equally easy. They save endless miles of steps.
A dollar a week puts a Hoosier in your Kitchen.

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON.
Exclusive Local Agents.
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